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ABSTRACT
We observe significant overlaps in the computations performed by
user jobs in modern shared analytics clusters. Naı̈vely computing
the same subexpressions multiple times results in wasting cluster
resources and longer execution times. Given that these shared cluster workloads consist of tens of thousands of jobs, identifying overlapping computations across jobs is of great interest to both cluster operators and users. Nevertheless, existing approaches support
orders of magnitude smaller workloads or employ heuristics with
limited effectiveness.
In this paper, we focus on the problem of subexpression selection for large workloads, i.e., selecting common parts of job plans
and materializing them to speed-up the evaluation of subsequent
jobs. We provide an ILP-based formulation of our problem and
map it to a bipartite graph labeling problem. Then, we introduce
B IG S UBS, a vertex-centric graph algorithm to iteratively choose
in parallel which subexpressions to materialize and which subexpressions to use for evaluating each job. We provide a distributed
implementation of our approach using our internal SQL-like execution framework, SCOPE, and assess its effectiveness over production workloads. B IG S UBS supports workloads with tens of thousands of jobs, yielding savings of up to 40% in machine-hours. We
are currently integrating our techniques with the SCOPE runtime
in our production clusters.
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Figure 1: Approaches for computation reuse.
ures 2(a) and 2(b) summarize the number of jobs and users, respectively, on a typical day at a few analytics clusters at Microsoft.
Such clusters run business critical workloads and are expensive to
run and operate. Therefore, operators and users alike are consistently exploring new opportunities to speed-up job performance.
The shared nature of these clusters and the lack of coordination
between users that often belong to different parts of the organization, lead to unnecessary overlaps across user computations, which
in turn cost companies millions of dollars. An analysis of our cluster workloads reveals that over 45% of the daily jobs submitted by
approximately 65% of the users have commonalities, resulting in
millions of subexpression overlaps, as reported in Fig. 2(c). Therefore, our target is to identify and reuse such subexpressions. As
we show, this can lead to saving up to 40% machine-hours in our
clusters (see §5, Table 1).
The computation reuse problem has been extensively studied by
the database community under different formulations, such as view
selection [35, 46, 20, 19], multi-query optimization [43, 42, 38,
49], and subexpression reuse [53, 12, 8, 32, 39]. These approaches
have a similar high-level goal: given a set of queries, find commonalities across them in order to minimize a cost function (e.g., query
evaluation, storage, and subexpression maintenance costs), under a
set of constraints (e.g., space budget). Unfortunately, they have all
targeted workloads with tens [46, 53, 12, 8, 42] or few hundreds
of queries [4, 16]. As explained above, this is three orders of magnitude smaller than the size of the daily workloads in our clusters,
making such techniques non-applicable in our setting.
To overcome the scalability issue, more recent approaches tailored towards large-scale clusters (e.g., Nectar [18]), have considered computation reuse from an online caching perspective, rather
than considering the whole workload upfront. Such systems observe the queries as they arrive in the system and choose which
subexpressions to materialize for future reuse, based on some
heuristics. While these approaches are not constrained by the workload size, they rely on local optimization decisions. Consequently,
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Shared analytics clusters have become the de facto way for large
organizations to analyze and gain insights over their data. At Microsoft, we operate multiple such shared datacenter-scale clusters,
in a setting that is similar to other Fortune-500 companies [48, 5,
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Figure 2: Workload summary from a typical day in some of Microsoft’s analytics clusters.

2.

the resulting gains can be far from an optimal configuration. In fact,
we show that such approaches can achieve three orders of magnitude less savings than global optimizations (see §5, Fig. 10).
The need for global optimization decisions is further motivated
by the observation that business-critical jobs in analytics clusters
are typically recurrent. Instances of the same job are issued periodically over new batches of data, e.g., hourly, daily, or weekly [7,
14, 28]. In fact, over 60% of the jobs in our clusters are recurrent,
with the majority of them being submitted daily [28].
To deal with the unprecedented scale of our setting, we explore a novel, highly scalable approach to the well-studied problem
of computation reuse. Fig. 1 positions our algorithm, B IG S UBS,
within the broader literature on computation reuse. We focus on
subexpression selection, a specialization of the view selection problem that considers subtrees of logical query plans as view candidates. We follow a holistic approach that periodically considers
the entire workload with tens of thousands of queries, and selects
the most promising subexpressions to materialize for improving the
evaluation of subsequent queries.
In particular, we map subexpression selection to a bipartite graph
labeling problem. The graph’s vertices represent the queries and
the candidate subexpressions, while the edges connect each query
with its subexpressions. Then we split the graph labeling into two
sub-problems: (i) labeling the subexpression vertices, which dictates the subexpressions that will be materialized, and (ii) labeling the edges, which determines the materialized subexpressions
that will be used to evaluate each query. To scale to the aforementioned workload sizes, we follow a vertex-centric graph processing
model [34] that iteratively performs the above labeling steps in parallel until they converge. For the vertex labeling part, we follow
a probabilistic approach, while for the edge labeling part we solve
local per-query ILPs.
Contributions. In summary, we make the following contributions:
• We provide an ILP-based formulation of our subexpression selection problem. Our formulation is easily extensible to capture
several variations of the subexpression selection problem (§2).
• We map subexpression selection to a bipartite graph labeling
problem, and present our B IG S UBS algorithm that performs the
labeling in parallel using an iterative approach. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the first parallel subexpression selection
algorithm (§3).
• We express B IG S UBS using vertex-centric programming and
provide an implementation in SCOPE [52], our internal SQLlike distributed execution engine with support for iterations (§3).
• We describe a set of optimizations to reduce the space of possible
solutions that are explored by B IG S UBS, without compromising
the quality of the returned solution (§4).
• The results of our experimental evaluation on production workloads show that B IG S UBS: (i) supports workloads with tens of
thousands of jobs, (ii) outperforms heuristics-based approaches
by up to three orders of magnitude, and (iii) can save 10–40%
machine-hours on our clusters (§5).
B IG S UBS sits at the core of our C LOUDV IEWS system [26], which
we are deploying in our SCOPE clusters to perform the end-to-end
process of subexpression selection, materialization, and reuse.

PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this section, we define (§2.1) and formulate (§2.2) the problem
of subexpression selection, i.e., selecting common subexpressions
to materialize and reuse across queries.
Fig. 3 illustrates the key considerations in our problem with four
queries (Q1 –Q4 ) and two candidate subexpressions (S1 and S2 ).
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Figure 3: Illustrating the subexpression selection problem.
S1 appears in more queries than S2 , but might be less useful as it
captures smaller computation than S2 . On the other hand, S2 might
be much larger than S1 in terms of byte size and thus consume more
storage budget. Finally, if S2 is materialized, then S1 becomes
redundant for evaluating Q3 and Q4 ,1 as it is a subtree of S2 .
As also mentioned in §1, we consider workloads with recurring
queries of fixed periodicity (mostly daily or weekly [28]) and having computation overlap across queries. Moreover, we consider an
append-only storage system with queries operating on new batches
of data arriving between each recurring instance. Given that a significant part of our query workload is relatively static, our goal
is to periodically (offline) select the subexpressions to materialize.
Each time one of these subexpressions references new data, it gets
(re-)materialized using fresh data and is used across all queries that
use the same subexpression over the same data.

2.1

Problem Statement

Let Q = {q1 , q2 , . . . , qn } be a set of queries over a set of data
sources D, and CD (qi ) be the cost of evaluating query qi over D.
Let S = {s1 , s2 , . . . , sm } be a set of materialized (stored) subexpressions and CS (qi ) be the cost of evaluating qi over D ∪ S.
The cost CS (Q) of evaluating the whole query set over D ∪ S
is equal toPthe sum of evaluation costs of every query in Q, i.e.,
2
CS (Q)= n
i=1 CS (qi ).
Subexpression selection. Our goal is to select the subexpression
set S from the set S of all possible candidate subexpressions for Q
that minimizes the cost of evaluating Q under a constraint set C:
argmin CS (Q), under C

(1)

S⊆S

Below, we first provide the definition of a candidate subexpression, and then discuss the candidate enumeration and selection.
1

S1 may still be materialized and used for evaluating Q1 , Q2 .
Typically, each query qi is associated with a weight wi that denotes its
relative importance to the rest of the queries, such as the frequency with
which it gets executed [20, 18]. To keep the formulation simple, and without
loss of generality, we assume that wi = 1 for all queries.
2
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D EFINITION 1 (C ANDIDATE SUBEXPRESSION ). Let q be a
query and t be the tree corresponding to a logical plan of q. Any
subtree t0 of t is a candidate subexpression for q.

Subexpression cost and constraints. The cost of a subexpression
is a linear combination of several components, such as the storage
footprint required for its materialization and its maintenance cost.
As described in the beginning of the section, we discard updates in
our append-only system and therefore consider storage footprint as
the only cost component. However, our cost model can easily be
extended to consider other components. For a subexpression set S,
we define bS = [b1 , b2 , . . . , bm ] as the column vector representing
the cost of each of the subexpressions in S. We define the combined
cost BS of S as the sum of the costs of its subexpressions. Then,
our constraint set C includes a budget Bmax that BS has to respect.

Candidate subexpression enumeration. The candidate enumeration method determines the set of candidate subexpressions S, out
of the set of all possible subexpressions of the queries in Q that will
be considered for selection. A complete subexpression enumeration strategy considers all possible subexpressions in Q. In our approach, for each query we use the logical plan that is output by our
optimizer [52] and restrict our enumeration to the plan’s subexpressions. Although this choice compromises optimality, it was made
purposefully to: (i) be less intrusive to the optimizer (less changes
in this complex system component mean easier adoption of our approach both in our production setting and by external systems);
(ii) reduce the search space, given our workload sizes; (iii) reuse
existing plan signatures [4, 53] to efficiently decide subexpression
equivalence; and (iv) use precise statistics from previous query runs
instead of solely relying on the optimizer’s estimates.

Utility-based subexpression selection. Having defined the utility
and cost of a subexpression set, we can rewrite our problem formulation of Eq. 1 to an equivalent one that selects the subexpression
set S with the maximum utility for the query set:
n
X
argmax
US (qi ), with BS ≤ Bmax
(4)
S⊆S

i=1

Query rewriting using subexpressions. Once we have selected
and materialized our subexpressions, we provide our optimizer
with the set of subexpressions that should be used for each query
qi . The query optimizer performs the actual rewriting of the query,
adding additional operations, such as data ordering or partitioning,
if needed [52].

Utility of subexpressions. The utility of a subexpression s over
a query q is the reduction in the evaluation cost of q by using s.
This is equivalent to the difference between the cost CD (sj ) of
evaluating sj over the base data and the cost Cacc (sj ) of accessing
sj after it has been materialized. We make the assumption that
Cacc (sj ) is equal to scanning sj . More sophisticated cost models
that take into account pipelining of operators or physical attributes
(e.g., ordering, partitioning) could be used instead.

2.2

Subexpression Selection as an ILP

We now describe the ILP formulation of our problem. Let zj be
a 0−1 variable indicating whether the j th subexpression is selected
or not. Considering a budget Bmax for the total cost of the selected
subexpressions and taking into account Eq. 3, we can rewrite our
problem of Eq. 4 as follows:
n
X
X
uij · zj
maximize

D EFINITION 2 (U TILITY OF SUBEXPRESSION ). Let qi be a
query and sj one of its candidate subexpressions. We define the
utility uij of sj for qi to be:
uij = CD (sj ) − Cacc (sj )
(2)
For a given set of subexpressions S, there might be multiple
rewritings Rk of q using different subsets of S. We define the utility of S for q to be the maximum evaluation cost reduction that can
be achieved by one of the rewritings. Thus, we will also need to
consider different rewritings in order to select the subexpressions
to materialize.

i=1 sj ∈Rimax

s.t.

m
X

bj · zj ≤ Bmax

j=1

Note that Rimax is computed based on: (i) the subexpression utilities uij , (ii) the subexpression selection variables zj , as a subexpression that is not selected cannot be used for rewriting, and
(iii) the subexpression interactions xjk , as the selected subexpressions should not be redundant. This makes the above formulation
non-linear. To solve this problem, we introduce the binary variables
yij to denote whether the subexpression sj is selected by query qi
for rewriting. This reduces the above formulation to the following
linear one:
n X
m
X
maximize
uij · yij

D EFINITION 3 (U TILITY OF SUBEXPRESSION SET ). Let qi be
a query and S be a set of candidate subexpressions. Let Rimax be
the rewriting that leads to the highest cost reduction for qi . We
define the utility US (qi ) of S for qi to be:
X
US (qi ) =
uij
(3)
sj ∈Rimax

The utility US (Q) of S for the query set
PQ is the sum of utilities
of S for each query in Q, i.e., US (Q) = n
i=1 US (qi ).
Subexpression interactions. To avoid using redundant subexpressions for evaluating a query (e.g., S1 and S2 for Q3 in Fig. 3), we
introduce the notion of interacting subexpressions.

i=1 j=1

s.t.

m
X

bj · zj ≤ Bmax

j=1

D EFINITION 4 (I NTERACTING SUBEXPRESSIONS ). Two candidate subexpressions s1 , s2 for query q are interacting, if the tree
corresponding to the logical plan of one is a subtree of the other.

yik +

m
1 X
yij · xjk ≤ 1
m j=1

∀i ∈ [1, n], k ∈ [1, m]

j6=k

To capture such interactions between candidate subexpressions,
we define the interaction matrix X to be a symmetric m × m matrix, where m is the number of all possible candidate subexpressions for the query set. Element xjk has value 1 if the j th subexpression interacts with the kth one, otherwise it is 0.3

yij ≤ zj

∀i ∈ [1, n], j ∈ [1, m]

The second constraint above uses the interaction matrix X (see
§2) to ensure that we do not use subexpressions that are covered
by others in the same query. The left-hand side of this constraint
ensures that if the kth view
P is selected (yik = 1), none of its interth
acting views is selected ( m
j=1 yij ·xjk = 0). Otherwise, if the k

3

A subexpression sc might appear multiple times in a query. In that case,
we mark it as interacting with another subexpression s0c , if at least one of
the occurrences of sc interacts with s0c in a query.

j6=k
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Figure 4: Illustrating first two iterations of subexpression selection via bipartite graph labeling. We assume each subexpression has
storage footprint bj =1 and the total budget is Bmax =3. Subexpression labels are shown next to the vertices. For the edges, we use
solid lines when label is 1 and dashed ones otherwise. At each iteration, we mark with red the labels whose value changed.
view is not selected (yik = 0), then one or more of the interacting
views could be selected.4 We apply this constraint to every view,
i.e., k ∈ [1, m]. The last constraint ensures that a subexpression is
used for query rewriting only when it is materialized.
The above ILP becomes intractable for very large workloads,
where m and n are in the order of a million. The large number
of integer variables is a problem even for state-of-the-art solvers,
as we show in §5. Therefore, below we present an approximation
scheme to scale subexpression selection to larger workloads.

3.

maximize

s.t. yik +

Bipartite Graph Labeling Problem

(7)

∀j ∈ [1, m]

(8)

The B IG S UBS Algorithm

We now present an approximate algorithm, B IG S UBS, to solve
the bipartite graph labeling problem efficiently. B IG S UBS probabilistically sets subexpression vertex labels, attempting to fulfill
the global capacity constraint (Eq. 5), and solves the smaller ILPs
(Eq. 6–8) given a set of subexpression labels.

(ii) assign a 0−1 label yij to each edge eij ∈ E, subject to the
following optimization:
j=1
j6=k

∀k ∈ [1, m]

As in our ILP formulation, the zj labels denote whether a subexpression sj will be materialized, and the yij labels denote whether
sj will be used when evaluating qi . Eq. 5 guarantees that the chosen zj values will respect the storage capacity, while Eq. 6–8 find
the rewritings with the highest utility for each query given some zj
values. The zj values that maximize the total utility for all queries
is equivalent to the solution of the global ILP of §2.2.
For example, consider the leftmost bipartite graph in Fig. 4. The
vertices represent n queries and m subexpressions, and edges connect queries with their subexpressions, e.g., s1 and s3 are subexpressions of q1 . For simplicity, we assume that each subexpression
has a storage footprint of 1, and the budget for materialization is 3.
The rightmost graph in Fig. 4 represents a solution to the graph
labeling problem. The subexpression label is shown next to the
respective vertex. For the edge labels, we use solid lines to denote 1-labeled edges and dashed lines for 0-labeled ones. In this
instance, subexpressions s1 , s2 , sm are chosen to be materialized.
Query q1 will be evaluated using s1 , q2 using s2 and s3 , etc.
In contrast to our ILP formulation, by using the above graph labeling formulation, we can isolate the problems of finding which
subexpressions to materialize (zj ) and which subexpressions to use
when evaluating each query (yij ). This approach has two major
benefits: (i) instead of solving a single giant ILP, we solve a number of much smaller ILPs, which makes them computationally feasible, and (ii) by splitting the problem to several sub-problems that
can be executed independently, we can easily parallelize them.

3.2

j=1

Pm

m
1 X
yij · xjk ≤ 1
m j=1

yij ≤ zj

SCALING SUBEXPRESSION SELECTION

We normalize

(6)

j6=k

Our ILP problem formulation (§2.2) can be split into multiple
smaller ILPs by mapping it to a labeling problem over a bipartite
graph. Let Q be a set of n queries and S be the set of m candidate
subexpressions for the queries in Q. Consider a bipartite graph
G = (VQ , VS , E), where each vertex vqi ∈ VQ corresponds to
query qi ∈ Q, and each vertex vsj ∈ S corresponds to subexpression sj ∈ S. There is an edge eij ∈ E between vqi and vsj , if
sj is a subexpression of qi . Each edge eij is also associated with
uij representing the utility of sj for qi . As in §2.1, we use xjk to
capture subexpression interactions, as well as bj and Bmax for the
storage footprint of sj and the total storage capacity, respectively.
Our subexpression selection problem can now be expressed as
the following graph labeling problem:
(i) Assign a 0−1 label zj to each vertex vsj ∈ VS , subject to the
following constraint:
m
X
bj · zj ≤ Bmax
(5)

4

uij · yij

j=1

In this section, we present our solution to the subexpression selection problem that scales to tens of thousands of queries. We map
our problem to a bipartite graph labeling problem with constraints
(§3.1), describe our approximate B IG S UBS algorithm for solving it
efficiently (§3.2), and discuss how we leverage existing distributed
execution platforms to execute B IG S UBS in parallel (§3.3).

3.1

m
X

3.2.1

yij · xjk by m to make sure that the resulting quan-

Overview

Our B IG S UBS algorithm follows an iterative approach. Each iteration includes two steps: (i) assign labels to the subexpression

tity is between 0 and 1.
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each of the queries to maximize each query’s utility (Step 3), while
respecting subexpression interactions (e.g., s1 with s3 for q1 ). In
the second iteration, given we are above budget, we choose to not
materialize s1 (Step 4). Accordingly, we change the labels of the
edges adjacent to q1 to use s3 instead of s1 (Step 5).
Below we provide details on the vertex (§3.2.2) and edge labeling (§3.2.3) steps, and present an analysis of B IG S UBS (§3.2.4).

Algorithm 1: B I G S U B S
Input : G=(VQ , VS , E), subexpression utilities uij , interactions
xjk , storage footprints bj , storage budget Bmax , iterations k
Output: subexpressions to materialize zj ,
subexpressions to use when evaluating each query yij
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Initialize(zj )
// initialize VS labels
yij = 0, P
∀eij ∈ E
// initialize E labels
Bcur = j bj · zj
// current budget used
P
Umax = i,j uij
// upper bound for total utility
P
j
= i uij
// upper bound for utility of sj
Umax
iter = 0
updated = 0
while updated or iter < k do
// Subexpression vertex labeling
foreach vj ∈ VS do
j
pf lip = FlipP(bj ,Bcur ,Ucur ,Ucur
)
zjnew = DoFlip(pf lip )
if zjnew != zj then
updated = 1
if zjnew == 0 then
Bcur −= bj
else
Bcur += bj

20
21
22
23
24
25

(

27
28
29

1 − Bcur /Bmax if Bcur < Bmax
1 − Bmax /Bcur otherwise

j

1 − jUcur /Ucur if zj = 1
Umax /bj
=
if iter ≤ p or Bcur ≤ Bmax − bj

 Umax /Bmax
0
otherwise

pjcapacity =

pjutility

// Edge labeling
Ucur = 0
// current total utility
j
Ucur
=0
// current utility of each sj
foreach vi ∈ VQ do
Mi = {j : eij ∈ E & j : uij > 0}
Mi0 = {j : eij ∈ E & zj > 0}
yij = LocalILP(u
// solve local ILP
ij ,xjk )
P
Ucur += j∈Mi ∩M 0 uij · yij

pjf lip = pjcapacity · pjutility

The intuition in computing pjf lip is twofold: (i) the further we are
from the storage budget, the higher the probability of flipping labels
should be, as captured by the pcapacity component; (ii) the higher
the current utility of an 1-labeled subexpression (i.e., a subexpression that is currently selected for materialization), the lower
the chances it will be unselected (first case of putility )5 , while
the higher the potential benefit of a 0-labeled one, the higher the
chances it will be selected (second case of putility ). We define
j
the potential benefit Umax
of a 0-labeled subexpression as the total
utility if it were to be used by all possible queries. Similarly, Umax
j
is the sum of Umax
over all subexpressions.
Note that with pjf lip we want to strike a balance between avoiding local optima and converging to a solution reasonably fast. To
improve convergence speed, after p% of the maximum allowed
number of iterations k, we only turn a label of a subexpression
from 0 to 1 if the maximum budget is respected even after we add
the budget of this subexpression.6 We call these stricter iterations.
After performing the label flipping, we also update the counter
for the currently used capacity Bcur (lines 12–17).

i

26

Labeling Subexpression Vertices

Our goal is to assign 1-labels to the subexpressions that will
lead to the highest utility, while abiding by the budget constraint
of Eq. 5. To perform distributed decisions in the presence of this
global aggregation constraint, we assign labels probabilistically.
We iterate over all subexpressions, and for each subexpression sj
we calculate the probability pjf lip of changing the current sj label
(lines 10–11 in Algorithm 1), taking into account both the budget
Bcur used by the currently selected subexpressions and the contrij
bution Ucur
of sj to the current total utility Ucur of the selected
subexpressions. In particular, we use the following formulas for
the probabilities:

zj = zjnew

18

19

3.2.2

foreach j : eij ∈ E do
j
Ucur
+= uij · yij
iter++
return zj , yij

vertices, and (ii) given the subexpression vertices determined at the
first step, assign labels to the edges. This two-step process is repeated until there is no change to the vertex and edge labels or until
we reach a predefined number of iterations.
B IG S UBS is outlined in Algorithm 1. It takes as input the bipartite graph G encoding the n queries and their m candidate subexpressions, along with the subexpression utilities uij , interactions
xjk and storage footprints bj , and the maximum allowed number of iterations k. It outputs the subexpressions to be materialized (zj ) and the subexpressions to be used when evaluating each
query (yij ). Here we present the basic version of the algorithm. We
discuss various optimizations in §4.
We first randomly assign labels to the subexpression vertices and
0-labels to the edges (lines 1–2). We also initialize various auxiliary
variables (lines 3–7), which we discuss later. Then the iterative
part of the algorithm is performed. For the subexpression vertex
labeling part, we use a probabilistic approach, which allows us to
perform decisions without central coordination (lines 9–18). Based
on the current utility and used budget, we calculate the probability
of changing the label of a vertex. Similar probabilistic techniques
have been used in other graph labeling problems [36]. The edge
labeling part is done by solving local ILP problems (lines 21–27).
Fig. 4 illustrates the first two iterations of the B IG S UBS. Upon
label initialization (Step 1), in the first iteration, given we are below the capacity budget Bmax =3, we flip the labels of s2 ,s3 ,s4 ,
and sm (Step 2). Given the new labels, we choose rewritings for

3.2.3

Labeling Edges

Given the subexpressions chosen in the vertex-labeling step, we
then determine which subexpressions will be used to evaluate each
query by labeling the edges that are adjacent to that query, following the optimization goal in Eq. 6 and respecting the constraints
in Eq. 7–8. To simplify this optimization, we make the observation that a subexpression sj cannot be used to evaluate a query qi
(i.e., yij = 0) when it has no utility for qi (uij = 0) or when
it is not materialized (zj = 0). Accordingly, we define the sets
Mi = {j : uij > 0} and Mi0 = {j : zj > 0}. Using these sets,
we can significantly reduce the dimensions of yij and the number
of constraints we need to consider in our optimization, as follows:
5
Note that we can apply logarithmic or exponential normalization to make
the distribution more uniform in the [0,1] interval.
6
In practice, we got good results by setting p = 80%, but lower values can
be used if convergence speed is more important than solution quality.
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5 6.797579767914090
9.544303415033870
6.770902320926610
3.10807022617239000
6 6.161087837789250
0.998003425825644
6.930483311890830
3.6001403559415300
7 5.580735096189310
4.986093901901090
1.8626232331015300
0.306304209621814
8 5.05215996445672
3.5613069468134600
0.9483412452721320
X

(9)

j∈Mi ∩Mi0

10 4.134099478475990
1.7894824224342200
0.24045252111565700
11 3.7371018092033500
X1.2620755489987900
0.12051465418264200
1

s.t. yik +

yij · xjk ≤ 1

∀k ∈ Mi ∩ Mi0

12 3.3768544392626700
0.8881718316920770
0.06032985858959710
m

0.0
0.0
0.0

(10)

j∈Mi ∩Mi0
j6=k0.6240659958244810
13 3.050199652020450
0.030183116781501000

2.7542080224728800
Mi 14
is known
statically0.4380073259679880
for each query 0.015096112118982300
vertex in the graph, while
Mi0 15
is determined
by the
subexpressions
that were selected in the
2.486169557141070
0.30717816946756200
0.007549195350506470
subexpression vertex-labeling step of this iteration. We let each
16 2.2435836972261
0.21530692702808100
0.0037748826054979600
query vertex vqi to keep track of uij and xjk for j ∈ Mi ∩ Mi0 .
0
17
2.0241485389407600
0.15085362135147300
Note that in this case uij is a 1×|Mi ∩M0.0018875125487483000
i | vector and xjk is a |Mi ∩
Mi0 |18× 1.8257495747810000
|Mi ∩ Mi0 | matrix,
both
significantly
smaller than before.
0.10566570255794300
0.0009437740875597460
As a19result,
the
above
ILP
problem
can
be
computed
locally at each
1.6464482111863100
0.07399945215651370
0.00047189149728410500
query vertex in the graph to determine the labels of its adjacent
20 1.4844702729345400
0.05181603211886450
0.0002359468620483090
edges
(line 24 in Algorithm
1).
21 1.338194663578530
0.0362792730152961
0.00011797370937927100

3.2.4
Analysis 0.025399438235666600
22 1.2061423147064100
0.0000589869242730856

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

We now focus on the complexity, correctness, and convergence
23 1.0869655249266100
0.017781541667901000
0.000029493479530629
of B IG S UBS.

0.0

24 0.9794377621451100
0.012448027548572300
0.000014746744113836

0.0

Complexity. Instead of solving a single global ILP, with B IG S UBS
25 0.8824439796631650
0.008714084086307140
0.00000737337315115383
we are solving n ILPs, where the size of each problem is the effec0.7949714775258200
tive26
degree
di of query 0.006100086646355860
vertices, i.e., di 0.00000368668683847773
= |Mi ∩ Mi0 |, ∀i ∈ n. Additionally,
we label each0.004270172278808100
of the m subexpression
vertices. Thus, the
27 0.7161013249901770
0.00000184334348318771
worst case complexity of B IG S UBS is given as k·(m+n·2max(di ) ),
28 0.6450003475328150
0.0029891752959372300
0.000000921671755804709
where k is the number of iterations. Note that di is bounded by
29
0.5809136720590540
0.0020924495118634900
0.000000460835877902355
either the largest query size or the maximum
number of subexpressions
allowed
to
be
used
in
a
given
query.
In that case, the algo30 0.523157816514427
0.0014647277930635000
0.000000230417938951177
rithm scales linearly with the sum of the number of queries and the
number of subexpressions, i.e., (m + n).

Cost Error %

0.1

maximize 2.5296551498805300
uij · y0.47862513425255300
ij
9 4.571240774773610

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

Correctness. Recall that our ILP formulation in §2.2 has three
constraints for exact optimal solution. The first constraint limits
the total cost to Bmax . Since B IG S UBS is an approximate algorithm with each subexpression vertex making independent decisions on whether to flip their labels, this constraint is not strictly
observed. Hence, we need to study whether the final cost comes
close to Bmax . Since the first p% iterations are designed to explore all interesting subexpressions, we consider the remaining
p
) · k stricter iterations. For these iterations, a flip from
(1 − 100
0 to 1 is only possible if the total cost is within Bmax (the second case of pjutility ). So we focus on the case when the cost
is overshooting the budget and a flip from 1 to 0 is supposed
to happen. The corresponding probability is given as: pjf lip =
Uj

Uj

cur
≈ 0, that should
a set of very low utility subexpressions, i.e., Ucur
be flipping their labels from 1 to 0, we can approximate the cost in
t+1
t
) · Btotal , where
iteration t + 1 as: Bcur
= Bcur
− (1 − BBmax
t
cur

Btotal is the total cost of those low utility expressions.7 Figure 5
−Bmax )
shows that the cost error, i.e., (Bcur
· 100, approaches 0 as
Bmax
0
the number of iterations increases. We set Btotal = Bcur
− Bmax ,
i.e., the total weight of low utility subexpressions is equal to the
cost overshoot.
The second constraint in our ILP formulation of Section 2.2
applies restrictions to subexpression interaction for each query,
thereby making it readily partitionable across query vertices (as1
done in Equation 10 of our local ILP). The final constraint in our
7

Expecting low utility subexpressions to flip is the stricter case; otherwise,
Btotal is simply a fraction of the total cost of all subexpressions and our
proof still holds.
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Overshoot = 10%
Overshoot = 30%
Overshoot = 50%
Overshoot = 70%

60
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9
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p
Figure 5: The cost budget error over last (1− 100
)·k iterations.

global ILP, i.e., yij ≤ zj , is enforced by construction of M 0 since
each of the smaller ILPs have all zj as ones.
p
)·k
Convergence. As above, we focus on the last (1 − 100
stricter iterations. Observe that for a given set of subexpression
vertex labels, the local ILPs will always find a fixed solution, and
hence Ucur will converge. Even when the subexpression vertex
labels flip from 0 to 1, the flipping stops once the cost budget
is reached (the second case of pjutility ), and so Ucur will again
converge. Thus, we consider the remaining case of subexpression vertex labels flipping from 1 to 0, the probability of which
Uj

is given as: pjf lip = (1 − Ucur
)(1 − Bratio ), where Bratio
cur
cur
is either BBmax
or BBmax
depending
on whether Bcur < Bmax .
cur
Assuming that every subexpression thats flips its label to 0 was
used in at least one of the queries (otherwise, it does not impact
Ucur anyway), thePnew total utility in iteration t + 1 is given as:
j
t+1
t
j
Ucur
= Ucur
− m
j=1 pf lip · Ucur . Expanding the terms gives
1−Bratio Pm
j
j
t+1
t
· j=1 Ucur
· Ucur
. Using
us: Ucur = Bratio · Ucur + U t
cur

t
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we get: (Bratio + 1−Bmratio ) · Ucur
≤
t+1
t
Ucur ≤ Ucur . We saw in the correctness discussion above that
Bcur converges to Bmax , i.e., Bratio converges to 1, and as a ret+1
sult Ucur
converges as well.
Note that our probabilistic graph labeling algorithm does not
guarantee halting at the optimal solution, and might instead end
up in a local optimum. This is similar to iterative hill-climbing
algorithms, as also noted in [36].

3.3

(1 − Ucur
)(1 − BBmax
). Thus, the total cost in iteration t + 1 is
cur
cur
P
j
t+1
t
given as: Bcur
= Bcur
− m
j=1 pf lip · bj . Assuming that there is
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Distributed Execution

In this section, we describe how we scale-out the execution of
B IG S UBS by using a distributed execution framework. As described in Algorithm 1, in each iteration of our B IG S UBS algorithm, we first examine each subexpression vertex to determine its
label, and then examine each query vertex to determine the labels
of its adjacent edges. Given that all label assignments are performed locally to the graph’s vertices, our algorithm fits well with
the vertex-centric graph processing model as popularized by systems such as Giraph [1] or GraphLab [17]. Following this model,
each vertex assigns a label to itself or to its adjacent edges, based
on whether it is a subexpression or a query vertex, respectively, and
then sends messages containing the newly assigned labels to all
its neighbors. Thus, any off-the-shelf vertex-centric graph system
could run our algorithm in a distributed fashion.
Similarly, instead of using a dedicated graph engine, we can execute B IG S UBS using a standard SQL engine, as shown in Vertexica [24, 25, 27] or Grail [13]. This is particularly useful in our
setting, since big part of the preprocessing, i.e., extracting queries
and generating subexpressions, is already done via SCOPE, which
is a SQL-like processing engine. Therefore, to avoid stitching together multiple engines and moving data across them, we opted for
executing B IG S UBS on SCOPE.
The implementation of B IG S UBS using the SCOPE query language [52] is shown in Listing 1. Note that we generate and store
all candidate subexpressions upfront. Then, we start by creating the
three tables VQ (vi , ui , xi , yi ), VS (vj , bj , zj ), and E(vi , vj ), and
also set the values of Umax and Bmax (lines 1–11). Thereafter, in

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

The idea is that once we find interacting subexpressions, we no
longer need to consider any superset of these subexpressions, as
those will also violate the interaction constraints. Fig. 6 illustrates
our technique through a toy example including three subexpressions s1 , s2 , s3 , with s1 interacting with s2 . When we visit the set
{s1 , s2 }, we prune the search space below it, and thus {s1 , s2 , s3 }
is never explored. This can lead to significant pruning, especially
in the presence of many interacting subexpressions.

Vq=REDUCE (SSTREAM @repeatedSubexpressions)
ON JobGUID
USING InitJobVertices();
Vs=SELECT HashTag AS vj, Size AS bj, InitZj() AS zj
FROM (SSTREAM @repeatedSubexpresssions)
GROUP BY HashTag,Size;
E=SELECT JobGUID AS vi, HashTag AS vj
FROM (SSTREAM @repeatedSubexpressions);
Umax=SELECT SUM(InclusiveTime) AS umax
FROM (SSTREAM @repeatedSubexpressions);
Bmax=SELECT SUM(vj) AS bmax FROM Vs;

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

LOOP(i,@maxIter)
{
Vs=REDUCE(
SELECT * FROM Vq
INNER JOIN E ON Vq.vi==E.vi
INNER JOIN Vs ON E.vj==Vs.vj
CROSS JOIN Cu
CROSS JOIN Cb
CROSS JOIN Umax
CROSS JOIN Bmax)
ON vj
USING ProbabilisticLabels(@B,@i,@maxIter);

{s1}
{s1,s2}

Vq_update=REDUCE(
SELECT vi,uij,xij,vj FROM Vq
INNER JOIN E ON Vq.vi==E.vi
INNER JOIN Vs ON E.vj==Vs.vj
WHERE zj>0)
ON vi
USING SolveLocalILP();

30
31
32
33
34
35
36

Vq=SELECT Vq.vi, Vq.uij, Vq.xij,
(Vq_update.uij==null?Vq.yij:Vq_update.yij) AS yi
FROM Vq LEFT JOIN Vq_update
ON Vq.vi==Vq_update.vi;

37
38
39
40
41
42
43

}
Vs_selected = SELECT * FROM Vs WHERE zj>0;
OUTPUT Vs_selected TO @selectedSubexpressions

Listing 1: Distributed graph labeling using SCOPE.

4.2

each iteration we join the three tables (VQ , VS , E) and aggregate
alternatively on VS .vj and VQ .vi , respectively, to assign the vertex
and edge labels (lines 13–41). We update the subexpression vertices with new labels (lines 15–24) and use the new VS to assign
the edge labels. We left-join VQ with the updated query vertices
(VQ update) in order to get the new VQ , which will be used in the
next iteration (lines 29–40). Finally, we return all VS elements with
zj > 0, i.e., those that are chosen for materialization (lines 42–43).

4.

OPTIMIZATIONS

{s1,s2,s3}

{}

Branch-and-bound

{s1}

{s2}

{s3}

To solve the local ILPs discussed in §3.2.3 (line 24 of Algo{s1,s2}
{s1,s3}
{s2,s3}
rithm 1), a naı̈ve approach would be to consider
all combinations
bound!
(i.e., the power set) of candidate subexpressions and pick the one
with the maximum utility (objective function of Eq. 9) that does
not have interacting subexpressions (constraint of Eq. 10). Another
approach would be to use a generic ILP solver, which is not tailored towards our specific use case either (see also §5.2). Instead,
we solve the local ILPs using a branch-and-bound technique.
{s3}
{s1,s3}
{s1,s2,s3}
bound!

Exploration Strategies

We now consider different exploration strategies to achieve better pruning. The branch-and-bound algorithm discussed so far (Algorithm 2) explores the subexpression space in a bottom-up fashion, i.e., it incrementally adds more subexpressions until an interaction is found. We could alternatively explore the search space in a
top-down fashion, i.e., select all subexpressions and incrementally
drop one-by-one until we reach a non-interacting set. Fig. 7 shows
a top-down exploration for our running example. Here we start
with all three subexpressions selected, and by removing s1 or s2
we reach non-interacting subexpression sets. When there are few
interactions between the subexpressions, this technique can lead to
solutions faster. Moreover, given that our utility function is monotonically decreasing when we remove subexpressions, we can further bound the exploration when we find a set whose utility is below
the best utility so far.

In this section, we describe a number of optimizations to improve
the performance of the local per-query ILP problems that we need
to solve at each iteration of our graph labeling algorithm. We focus
on optimizing the local ILPs, since labeling subexpression vertices
is done in constant time, while the local ILPs could be arbitrarily
large due to possible skew in the size of the queries in the workload,
thereby causing an entire iteration to block.

4.1

{s1,s3}

{s2,s3}

Algorithm 2 shows the pseudocode for solving the ILP using
our branch-and-bound technique. It takes as input the vector with
the utility uij of each candidate subexpression sj for query qi and
the interaction matrix xjk between subexpressions. Note that at
this point the number of subexpressions
is at most m; in practice
{s3}
it is much smaller after the dimensionality reduction we discussed
in §3.2.3, since here we consider
subexpressions
that have al{s1,s3}only {s
2,s3}
ready been selected for materialization. We recursively explore dif}
ferent evaluation vectors{s(i.e.,
that denote whether a subex1,s2,s3vectors
bound!
pression will be used in evaluating
qi ), and return the one that yields
the maximum utility. During exploration, we first check whether
the current vector has interacting subexpressions and bound the exploration if this is the case (lines 6–7 in Algorithm 2). Each time
we reach a complete evaluation vector (i.e., one in which we have
given values to all subexpression elements), we check its utility using Eq. 6 and update the best vector found so far if we exceeded
its utility (lines 8–11). Otherwise, the algorithm branches with and
without setting the j th subexpression element to 1 (lines 12–15).

28
29

{s1,s3}

{s3}

Figure 6: Illustrating branch-and-bound for three subexpressions {s1 , s2 , s3 }, with {s1 , s2 } interacting.

U_cur=SELECT SUM(Product(uij,yij)) AS u_cur FROM Vq;
B_cur=SELECT SUM(bj*zj) AS b_cur FROM Vs;

27

{s2}

bound!

25
26

{s1,s2,

{}

12

{s1,s3}

{s2,s3}

{s1}
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{s2}

Figure 7: Top-down exploration for our running example.
As already discussed, bottom-up exploration tends to be beneficial in case of highly interactive candidate subexpressions, while
top-down exploration is more beneficial in the presence of few interactions. To this end, we could dynamically pick the exploration
{s3}

{s1,s3}
{s2,s3}

{s1,s2}

{s1,s2,s3}
bound!

{s2,s3,s4,s5}

{s1,s
{s1,s2,s3}
bound!

{s3}

Algorithm 2: LocalILP
Input : uij : 1 × m vector of utilities for query qi
{s }
xjk : m × m subexpression interaction matrix 3
Output: yij : subexpressions to use for evaluating qi (eval. vector)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

{s1,s3}

// Initialize to 0s
cur = AllZeros()
yij
best
yij = AllZeros()
cur , 0)
BranchAndBound(yij
best
return yij

// current eval.
{s1,s2,s3}
// best eval.
bound!

{s1,s3}

{s2,s3}

{s1,s2,s3}

vector
vector

bound!

Figure 9: Dynamically adding new subexpressions s4 and s5
(which interact only with s1 ) to the {s2 , s3 } set.
ing iteration of Algorithm 1. This would require keeping track of
the previous subexpression vertex labels.

Function BranchAndBound(yicur , js )
cur , x ) then
if IsInteracting(yij
jk
return
// bound if interaction found

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

5.

if js == m then
cur ) > Utility(y best ) then
if Utility(yij
ij
best = y cur
yij
// update best
ij
return
cur [j ] = 1
yij
// attempt to use js -th subexpr.
s
cur , j +1)
BranchAndBound(yij
s
cur [j ] = 0
yij
// backtrack
s
BranchAndBound(yicur , js +1)

{s1}

{s2}

{s3}

Skipping{sTrivial
States{s
s}
{s s }
1, 2

1, 3

2,s3}

Finally, we present some additional techniques to avoid trivial
bound!
states of the exploration and thus reach a high-utility solution faster.
Notice that subexpressions that do not interact with others will
definitely be part of the best solution since our utility increases
monotonically as more subexpressions are added. Selecting such
subexpressions upfront, instead of starting with the all-zero yij vector, can significantly reduce our search space. Fig. 8 shows that this
technique reduces the search space by 3 for our running example.

5.1

Impact
on Production Workloads
{s3}

To study the impact of our approach on real use cases, we use
B IG S UBS
to materialize in one of our pro2,s3,s4,s5}
{s1,sto3} select{ssubexpressions
duction clusters. Our goal is to be able to (i) perform subexpression
selection
our large production workloads (§5.1.2), and (ii) se{s1,s2,s3over
}
lect bound!
subexpressions with higher utility than existing subexpression
selection heuristics (§5.1.3). Below we first describe our workloads
and the tuning of our algorithm, and then present our results.

{s3}
{s1,s3}

EVALUATION

In this section, we present an evaluation of our subexpression selection algorithm over both production and synthetic workloads. The production workloads used in this paper are derived
from SCOPE [52] jobs that are predominantly run in our clusters.
Briefly, SCOPE exposes a SQL-like query language in which users
write scripts that are then compiled to Dryad DAGs [51] and subsequently executed on the shared cluster.
We split our evaluation in two main parts. First, we assess the
benefit of B IG S UBS on production workloads at Microsoft’s analytics clusters, both in terms of supported workload sizes and improvement over heuristic-based approaches (§5.1). Second, we perform a detailed analysis of our algorithm, including comparison
with optimal ILP solutions, scalability on single machine, convergence, and pruning effectiveness of our optimizations (§5.2).
The main takeaways from our evaluation are the following:
• B IG S UBS handles large production workloads comprising tens
of thousands of jobs, significantly outperforms heuristics-based
{s1,s2,s3}
approaches
by up to three orders of magnitude, and can potentially save 10–40% machine-hours8 (Table 1 and Fig. 10).
{s1,s3}
{s2,s3}
{s1,s2}
• In contrast to an implementation of our global ILP formulation
of §2.2 using a state-of-the-art commercial optimizer, which can{s1}
{s2}
not support more than 2K subexpressions on a desktop machine
(Fig. 11), our approach scales up to 50K subexpressions on the
same single machine (Fig. 12).
• It converges to a solution that respects the space budget (Fig. 13),
while our pruning optimizations can effectively reduce the search
space by more than 90% in most cases (Fig. 14).

direction based on the frequency of non-zero elements in the interaction matrix X. Specifically, for an m × m interaction matrix,
we define the interaction fraction as NonZeros(X)/(m(m − 1)).
When the interaction fraction is greater than a threshold, we pick
the top-down exploration, otherwise we follow the bottom-up one.
Taking the dynamic exploration a step further, we observe that at
each branching step of our branch-and-bound, the interaction fraction for the remaining subexpressions varies. Therefore, instead of
{}
choosing upfront, we can adaptively
decide to use a bottom-up or a
top-down approach at each step of the algorithm.

4.3

{s2,s3,s4,s5}

{s2,s3}

{s1,s2,s3}
bound!

Figure 8: Better initialization given that s3 does not interact
with any other subexpression.

5.1.1

Setup

Workloads. In our analytics clusters, we maintain a job repository
that stores various metadata and statistics about all SCOPE jobs
that get executed. This metadata is collected at different levels of
granularity, including cluster, business unit9 , job, operator, and task
levels. For the purposes of our experiments, we used the job repository to extract the following sets of workloads for one day’s worth
of SCOPE jobs (Table 1 shows the detailed description):

Similar to the better initialization, while exploring the solution
search space, we could find subexpressions that do not interact with
any of the remaining elements. Thus, in each iteration, we check
whether there exist such remaining subexpressions, and if so, we
directly set the corresponding yij elements to 1. In our running
example, consider two new elements, s4 and s5 , which interact
only with s1 . As shown in Fig. 9, we can immediately include the
new elements to the {s2 , s3 } set, as this will lead to no interactions.

8
Each job consists of tasks that get executed in the cluster in parallel. We
define as machine-hours of a job, the sum of execution times of all its tasks.
9
Our clusters are split in business units to be shared across different parts
of the company for administrative purposes.

Finally, we can also skip altogether the ILPs for queries whose
subexpressions’ labels have not changed since the last vertex label-
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9.00 11465834.67

101539.08

55136.51

79412.90

1PB

1E+08

Production
SCOPE
Workloads
Subexpression
Selection
Algorithm

Workload
Overlapping Users
Overlapping Jobs
Total Subexpr.
Unique Subexpr.
Unique Subexpr. Size
Compute Nodes
Iterations
Storage Cap
Runtime
Selected Subexpr.
Impacted Jobs
Impacted Users
Machine-time Savings

Workload1
9
4,315
293,467
63,315
19.6PB
500
10
1PB
~1 hr.
62%
90%
100%
10.4%

Total Utility (machine-hours)

Table 1: Distributed execution over large production workloads. Workload details are in the upper half of the table; results of our algorithm’s execution in the lower half.
Workload2
748
42,182
1,812,854
446,954
26.7PB
500
10
1PB
~3 hrs.
44%
79%
94%
42.3%

1E+06
1E+05

BigSubs
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Topk-normTotalUtility
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Data size
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1.30
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3.19
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60.72

207.95

Topk-totalUtility

3.38

3.72

7.52

15.30

108.50

144.38

TopknormTotalUtility

4.42

4.86

10.88

21.46

221.51

939.43

Heuristic

Figure 10: Total utility (machine-hour savings) on production
Workload1 using different selection methods and cost budgets.
Since the graph shows utility (i.e., savings), higher is better. The
table shows the improvement
factor of B IG S UBS when comTable 3
pared to the other schemes (higher factor is better).

• Workload1 includes all jobs of a business unit for that day. It contains 4.3K overlapping jobs and 63K unique subexpressions.
• Workload2 includes all jobs in one of our clusters for the same
day. It contains 42K overlapping jobs (more than hundreds10GB
of
thousands of total jobs) and 447K unique subexpressions. 100GB

Most importantly, our subexpression selection algorithm yields
machine-hour savings of 10.4% and 42.3% for the two workloads,
respectively. Such improvements translate to millions of dollars
worth of operational costs being saved in Microsoft production
clusters. Interestingly, the improvement when considering the jobs
of the whole cluster is significantly higher compared to considering only a single business unit. This validates our observation at
§1 that the shared nature of production clusters leads to significant
redundant computations across users, who have no way of identifying such overlaps. It also highlights the importance of an algorithm
that can support workloads that span the whole cluster’s load, comprising several tens of thousands of jobs, compared to the 10s or
100s supported by traditional subexpression selection methods.

1TB

Candidate subexpression enumeration. For each job, we tra10TB
verse its logical query tree, as it is output by the SCOPE optimizer,
100TB
and emit all its subtrees as candidate subexpressions. We filter out
1PB
subexpressions that appear only once, since they do not present any
computation reuse opportunity.
Subexpression utility. The utility of a subexpression is computed
based on Eq. 2. Instead of relying on the optimizer’s cost estimates,
which can be significantly inaccurate (due to missing or inaccurate
statistics, UDFs, error propagation, etc.), we rely on the observed
machine-hours that are stored in our job repository during the previous execution of the job. Whenever such statistics are not available,
we fall back to the optimizer’s estimates.
Subexpression interactions. Two subexpressions are interacting
if the logical tree of the one is a subtree of the other (see Def. 4).
Interactions are detected during subexpression enumeration and are
stored in the interaction matrix X.
Subexpression costs. Similar to subexpression utility, we use the
statistics stored in the job repository to collect accurate values for
the cost (i.e., the storage footprint) of a subexpression.

5.1.3

Comparison with Heuristics-based Approaches

A number of heuristics have been proposed in prior works for
identifying interesting subexpressions. Nectar [18], for instance,
selects subexpressions by looking at their total runtime to size ratio. To examine the quality of our B IG S UBS algorithm compared
to such approaches in terms of total utility (measured in machinehours) achieved, we consider the following top-k heuristics:
(1) Topk-freq. Rank subexpressions by the number of times they
appear in different queries.

Evaluation methodology. In evaluating our algorithm, note that
it is not feasible to run our production workloads multiple times
over the same data. Therefore, to quantify the machine-hour savings when a set of subexpressions is used to evaluate a query, we
sum the utilities of these subexpressions for the given query, using
information from the job repository and Eq. 2, as described above.

5.1.2

1E+07

(2) Topk-utility. Compute the utility of each subexpression for
each query, and rank subexpressions by their maximum utility for
a single query.
(3) Topk-totalUtility. Similar to Topk-utility, but we compute for
each subexpression the sum of utilities it achieves for all queries.

Support for Large Production Workloads

(4) Topk-normTotalUtility. Rank subexpressions by their total
utility divided by their storage footprint in bytes. This is similar to
the approach followed by Nectar [18].
For each of these heuristics, we select subexpressions in their
ranked order until we exceed the storage budget. Fig. 10 shows the
total utility (machine-hours) of B IG S UBS compared to the heuristics on Workload1 with varying storage budget, i.e., for different
cost-benefit trade-offs. In general, by taking a global view of the
workload and the subexpression interactions, B IG S UBS performs
uniformly better across the range of storage budgets. In particular, it results in 30% to 400% better utility for a 10GB budget.
The improvement increases to more than two orders of magnitude
1
for larger storage budgets, with a maximum of 940× over TopknormTotalUtility for a 1P B budget.

Table 1 shows the results of running the distributed SCOPE implementation of our subexpression selection algorithm (Listing 1)
over the two production workloads. For materializing subexpressions, we budgeted a maximum storage capacity of 1P B while the
total data processed by the jobs is in the orders of EB (exabytes).
Despite using only a fraction of total capacity, we are able to materialize 62% and 44% of the subexpressions for Workload1 and
Workload2, respectively. These subexpressions are in turn able to
impact 79–90% of the jobs and 90–100% of the users. The algorithm runs in less than an hour for Workload1 and close to three
hours for Workload2. These execution times are reasonable given
that our subexpression selection is an offline process that is executed every few days or even weeks.
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Figure 11: Comparison of B IG S UBS with variants of the O PTIMAL algorithm (using the Gurobi optimizer) on a single machine.
Table 2: Parameters of our workload generator.
Meaning
Number of candidate subexpr.
Average number of candidate subexpr. per job
Cost constraint as a proportion of #subexpr.
Number of possible subexpr. rewrites per job
Chance of interaction between two subexpr.
#iterations in bipartite graph labeling
Probability to initialize subexpr. vertices to 1
Switch point between bottom-up and top-down
% of iterations before stricter flipping (§3.2.2)

Default
25
0.6
0.8
10
0.2
20
0
0.2
80%

10000

Time (seconds)

Parameter
NumberOfSubexpr
SubexprToJobRatio
SubexprToCapRatio
RelevantPerJob
InteractionProb
Iterations
InitZjProb
AdaptiveThreshold
StricterFlipping

100

BigSubs+Gurobi
BigSubs

10
1
0.1
0.01

0.1K

1K

10K

20K

30K

40K

50K

Number of Candidate Subexpressions

None of the heuristics manages to successfully capture the constraints of subexpression selection. By comparing Topk-freq with
Topk-utility, we observe a trade-off between subexpression frequency and utility: leaf-level subexpressions are the most frequent
but have smaller utility; larger subexpressions have higher utility
but smaller frequency. For smaller budgets, it pays off to select
complex subexpressions of higher utility (Topk-utility) that are often smaller in size. With sufficiently large budgets though, ranking
based on frequency (Topk-freq) gives better results. On the other
hand, Topk-totalUtility and Topk-normTotalUtility combine subexpression utility and frequency across queries, but, interestingly,
they perform worse than the two simpler heuristics. By selecting high-utility subexpressions that appear in multiple queries, but
without taking into account interactions, they also select closelyrelated subexpressions appearing in the same queries, which are
redundant and thus do not contribute to the total utility. Therefore,
attempting to make decisions across multiple queries without accounting for interactions can be detrimental to the solution quality.

5.2

1000

Figure 12: Scalability of B IG S UBS on a single machine.
We use a desktop machine running Windows 10 Enterprise Edition, having 32 GB of memory and two 2.4 GHz processors with a
total of 12 cores and 24 hardware threads. Unless otherwise specified, we report the average over three runs in our experiments.

5.2.1

Comparison with Optimal

To compare with the O PTIMAL, we implemented the global ILP
formulation of §2.2 using Gurobi (version 7.5.2), one of the most
widely-used commercial optimizers [2]. Fig. 11 reports our findings for workloads of up to 2000 subexpressions. Beyond that size,
Gurobi ran out of memory on our desktop with 32 GB of memory.
Fig. 11(a) illustrates the number of possible solutions (states)
considered by B IG S UBS and Gurobi, as well as the states that
an exhaustive approach would consider (computed by the formula
2mn ). Gurobi performs a presolve phase that prunes a large number of states, when compared to exhaustive. However, given that
it solves a global ILP problem, it considers up to three orders of
magnitude more states than B IG S UBS. On the other hand, B IG S UBS, by solving smaller ILP problems and applying domainspecific optimizations, avoids blowing up the search space. Similarly, Fig. 11(b) shows that the actual runtime of Gurobi is two orders of magnitude longer than that of B IG S UBS. For example, for
2000 subexpressions, Gurobi takes 14 minutes, while B IG S UBS
takes just 4.7 seconds. We also experimented with Gurobi’s utility that automatically tunes the parameter values for a given input
(“Gurobi+autotune”), but the resulting end-to-end time of parameter tuning and optimization ended up being even longer. Note, however, that the utility of Gurobi’s output (Fig. 11(c)) is, as expected,
higher than B IG S UBS’ (by up to 2×), so for small input sizes (up to
2000 subexpressions, which is not practical in our setting), Gurobi
could be used instead.
Finally, we tried to relax Gurobi’s optimality by increasing the
optimality “gap tolerance” from 0% (optimal) to 50%, which allows the solver to terminate before it reaches the optimal solution.
As Fig. 11(d) shows, this did not significantly improve Gurobi’s

Detailed Analysis

To better understand the behavior of B IG S UBS and to fairly compare it with the ILP formulation of §2.2 (termed O PTIMAL hereafter) that is not parallelizable, we implemented a version of B IG S UBS in C# that runs the same iterative Algorithm 1 on a single
machine. We use this version to drive a set of micro-experiments
and compare B IG S UBS with O PTIMAL (§5.2.1), study B IG S UBS’
scalability (§5.2.2) and convergence (§5.2.3), and assess the effectiveness of our pruning optimizations (§5.2.4).
For the purpose of these experiments, we built a synthetic workload generator, whose parameters and their default values are
summarized in Table 2. Given the desired number of subexpressions (NumberOfSubexpr), the generator determines the number of
queries using the SubexprToJobRatio. It randomly sets the cost of
each subexpression to a value from 1 to 10. Then it generates the
utility matrix U (see §2.1) by setting each element uij to a random value from 1 to 10 with probability RelevantPerJob/#jobs;
otherwise the entry is 0. Moreover, it generates the subexpression
interaction matrix X by setting each element xij to 1 with probability InteractionProb.10

in our formulation of §2.2. For interacting subexpressions s1 and s2 , the
workload is valid both when the utility of s1 is higher than that of s2 (s1
contains s2 ) and when it is lower (s1 is contained in s2 ).

10

Note that our generator purposely does not specify the direction of interaction between two subexpressions (i.e., containment), as this is not required
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Figure 14: Pruning effectiveness of B IG S UBS.
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1
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when it mistakenly picks top-down enumeration, although the default bottom-up was the better choice. In practice, we observed
only a few such cases. We ran more experiments (not shown here)
and observed similar pruning effectiveness while varying other parameters in our workload generator, e.g., subexpressions per job,
subexpression interaction, cost budget, initialization probability.
Fig. 14(c) shows the additional pruning yielded by adaptive enumeration (see §4.2), i.e., by dynamically picking the enumeration
direction at each branching point of Algorithm 2, based on a threshold. Fig. 14(c) shows results for varying adaptivity thresholds and
subexpression interaction probabilities. Adaptive enumeration is
more effective for less interacting workloads, with a state reduction
of up to 32%. In these cases, higher thresholds that avoid changing direction too often tend to work better. For more interacting
workloads, as discussed in §4.2, the default bottom-up enumeration is expected to work better, and thus adaptive enumeration is
less effective and should be avoided or used after careful tuning.
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37]. This problem has received particular attention in big data platforms, since (i) there is a lot of recurring computation, (ii) optimization time is relatively short compared to the job execution
time, (iii) performance and resource benefits can be significant. ReStore [12] considers the caching of map-reduce job outputs, given
a space budget. Others have studied history-aware query optimization with materialized intermediate views [39] and fair cache allocation among multiple cloud tenants [31]. Nectar [18] caches
all sub-computations (intermediate results) based on a cache insertion policy that incorporates cache lookup frequency and previous
runtimes for computing an intermediate result. In contrast to subexpressions, intermediate results are typically the output from the end
of a pipelined stage, which consists of multiple operators.
Shared workload optimization. Many works have considered
building a common query plan for a set of queries to share operators [54, 40] A global optimization approach to find the best
overall shared plan is presented in [15]. Shared optimization has
been suggested in the context of publish/subscribe systems too [10,
9, 11]. Although these systems also deal with a large number of
queries, the considered queries tend to be simple and belong to a
few unique templates (e.g., queries that differ only in their constants). Delta [29] deals with more complex queries, but focuses
on creating a network of views used to evaluate other views. Finally, scan sharing has been explored in big data systems, such as
MapReduce [38], Hive [47] and Pig [50]. Unlike such approaches,
we opted to keep each job separate: operator sharing in pay-asyou-go job services makes billing and accounting tedious, while
it introduces artificial dependencies between jobs, which become
even worse in the case of failures.
Large-scale graph analytics. The vertex-centric programming
model has become popular for performing analytics over large
graphs in parallel [34, 1, 17]. Although the implementation of our
graph labeling algorithm is based on our internal SQL-like SCOPE
engine, our ideas are applicable to any of the above systems. We
expect the runtime of our algorithm to be even better on these systems, given their native support for iterative graph computations.
Finally, our approach draws ideas from existing graph algorithms, and in particular from Spinner [36] for the probabilistic
flipping part of our algorithm.

RELATED WORK

View selection. View selection is closely related with the problem
of subexpression selection that we consider in this work in that it
picks a set of views to materialize for a given set of queries, in order to minimize a cost function (e.g., query evaluation, view maintenance) under some constraints (e.g., space budget) [35]. Several
early techniques were proposed in the context of data warehouses,
including AND/OR graphs [20, 19], modeling the problem as a
state optimization [46], and lattices to represent data cube operations [22]. Kodiak [33] recently used materialized views to improve query latency in analytics clusters. All these efforts target
workloads with only a few tens of queries.
Subexpression selection. Views are more generic than subexpressions, as they can consider computation that does not appear in the
logical query plan. This increases the space of possible solutions,
and complicates query containment and answering queries using
views [21]. Since scalability is a major concern in our setting,
in the current version of B IG S UBS, we focus only on subexpressions. Subexpression selection has also been considered in SQL
Server [53]. Other related works have looked at common subexpressions within the same job script [44]. However, none of these
approaches has considered workloads of size similar to ours.
Multi-query optimization (MQO). MQO [43] is similar to view
selection with the difference that views are typically only transiently materialized for the execution of a given query set. Heuristic approaches have incorporated MQO in a Volcano-style optimizer, using AND/OR DAGs, but without considering a space budget [42]. A recent work devised an approximation algorithm that
runs in time quadratic to the number of common subexpressions
and provides theoretical guarantees on the quality of the solution
obtained [30]. Other approximate solutions have used genetic algorithms by treating a vector of query plans as chromosomes [6].
Such approximation schemes could potentially be leveraged by
B IG S UBS, but necessary modifications have to be made to ensure
scalability and support for our problem’s constraints. However, unlike our approach, these schemes are not easily parallelizable.
Multi-query optimization has also been studied in the context
of map-reduce [38, 49]. These works consider sharing opportunities only for map and reduce operators, thus their applicability
is limited. PigReuse [8] addresses MQO for Pig scripts, using
an AND/OR graph representation and an ILP-based solution. All
these works consider workloads with a few tens of queries.
Reusing intermediate results. Researchers have further looked
at recycling intermediate results that already get materialized [23,

7.

CONCLUSION

Large organizations depend on shared analytics clusters to process and analyze vast amounts of data every day. The shared nature
of these clusters leads to substantial computation overlaps across
users and their jobs, which in turn wastes computational resources.
Existing methods for identifying common computations either do
not scale to the massive workloads that are typical in these clusters or make local optimization decisions that lead to limited savings. In this paper, we introduced a novel algorithm, called B IG S UBS, to select subexpressions to materialize over very large workloads. Our key idea is to split the overall problem into two subproblems, which we solve separately in an iterative manner. We
further showed several optimizations to significantly prune the solution space we explore. We then described a distributed implementation of B IG S UBS using SCOPE. Our evaluation results on
production workloads show that B IG S UBS: (i) supports workloads
with tens of thousands of jobs, (ii) identifies subexpression that can
result in potential machine-hour savings of up to 40% in our clusters, and (iii) outperforms heuristics-based approaches by three orders of magnitude. B IG S UBS is part of our C LOUDV IEWS system
for subexpression reuse, which we are currently integrating with
the SCOPE runtime in our production clusters.
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